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Traveling

We’ll start right in the heart of the 
research laboratory at Noma from where 
we’ll travel by boat around Copenhagen 
then heading slightly north to Utzon’s 
fabulous Bagsværd Church and the Louisi-
ana Museum of Modern Art. A second and 
third boat trip will take us to the Utzon 
Centre in Aalborg and the ceramic studios 
at Bornholm. En route to Ceramica Cumella 
in Granollers we’ll briefly touch down in 
Mallorca to see Can Feliz and Can Lis. 
And every time we step into Toni 
Cumella’s we’ll incessantly test our 
volumetric moulds and invent ways to 
combine and refine ceramics. The emphasis 
is on making ceramics as a way of testing 
ideas. 
#filming and photographing 
#fictional histories

Cataloguing Utzon

A few minutes north of the incomplete 
bridge, along the lakes of Copenhagen, 
is Jørn Utzon’s unrealised swimming 
centre. We’ll be moulding fragments 
and/or the whole of its positive and 
negative volumes using techniques 
derived from Utzon’s geometric design 
process synced with digital fabrication 
methods. You’ll choose the scale. See: 
Svoemmehal Peblingesoeen Koebenhavn @ 
http://www.utzon-archives.aau.dk
#testing #geometry 
#casting #scaling

Cataloguing Noma

The infamous restaurant and research lab is housed in a nineteenth-century brick warehouse 
building on the waterfront in Christianshavn at the foot of the Inderhavnen Bridge and 
adjacent to the Greenlandic Trading Square, which was previously the centre for trade to 
and from the Faroe Islands, Finnmark, Iceland and Greenland. Noma’s mantra: In an effort to 
shape our way of cooking, we look to our landscape and delve into our ingredients and 
culture, hoping to rediscover our history and shape our future. So while ‘Cataloguing Utzon’ 
you’ll also be casting/moulding fragments and/or whole of volumes in vegetables, fruits 
and/or seeds with voids. Scale is 1:1. To do this you’ll borrow techniques and processes 
for casting from Noma’s own casting experiments with food. See: Noma - Time and Place in 
Nordic Cuisine.
#testing #geometry #casting #scaling 
#experimental kitchen #cataloguing utzon

Drawing

You’ll draw plans, sections and 
unwrapped elevations – not 
‘represent’ them. And to design 
and communicate you’ll invent 
unimaginable drawing types, 
while also working-up a few 
worm’s, fish and bird’s eyes. 
You’ll do that with a razor-
sharp precision and aesthetic 
sophistication gleaned from 
the way that other disciplines 
make drawings, including 
hydrographers, engineers, boat 
builders and cinematographers.
#testing #geometry 
#speculating 
#engineering

Engineering

On one hand we’ll be dealing 
with the ‘simple’ task of 
spanning Copenhagen harbour, 
which is 180 metres wide with 
an opening of 50 metres. On the 
other hand, there is a series 
of circulation and edges with 
flow rates and frequencies 
that vary from people to boats 
to tidal streams, and includes 
the movement of both commer-
cial and pleasure craft along 
with the politics of bridge 
opening times.
#drawing #diagramming 
#dia-moe-ing #scaling 
#speculating #testing

Replacing

We’re replacing our monogamous relationship with Angel and his 
suite of Universal laser cutters for a polygamous one with a 
couple of ‘plaster masters’ – Claudi (Granollers) and Solomia 
(London). That’s not the only replacement. We’ve dispensed with 
obscure sites in far-flung backwaters for the very centre of the 
cultural capital of Copenhagen. And we’re replacing time with 
mass. Why? We’re not diarists – we’re architects.
#casting #cataloguing utzon

Testing

We’ll test everything from 
flour’s explosive properties to 
Noma’s sandwiches. We’ll deploy 
the specific systems and 
techniques applied in (a) René 
Redzepi’s food research lab at 
Noma (take a look at Olafur 
Eliasson’s short text on the 
inter-relationship between milk 
skin and architectural space) 
and (b) the workshops of indus-
trial fabricators like Porex, 
Cumella and Cricursa in Catalo-
nia to construct our parameters 
and to decide, define and 
ultimately bridge.
#speculating #cataloguing utzon 
#cataloguing noma #filming and 
photographing #drawing

Geometry

Ever since Archimedes started plying his trade architects have 
slavishly followed – but very few with the originality and know-how of 
a Dane deigned Utzon. Never content with the orthogonal line Utzon 
certainly knew his way around a French curve! And frequently he found 
his inspiration, not where you’d first expect, in a vegetable, fruit or 
seed. Take one look at the Sydney Opera House if you want to be floored 
by what can architecturally emerge out of a walnut. That’s scaling our 
style.
#scaling #cataloguing utzon #cataloguing noma 
#drawing #engineering #casting 
#diagramming #dia-moe-ing

Exchanging

We’re exchanging surface for volume; part 
for whole; Aalto for Utzon; rural for urban; 
card for catalogues; manufacturing processes 
for urban systems and networks; automobiles 
for bicycles and boats; a duo for a trio; and 
. . . our beloved hamburgers for ‘The Hen and 
the Egg’.
#replacing #casting #dia-moe-ing

Filming and Photographing

We never thought much of movies before 
Charlotte’s mesmerising, water-fuelled 
unfolding carillon. Recently two more 
types have caught our attention: Sam’s 
and David’s moving drawings (see 
ex-Inter 9 Lucy Moroney’s ‘house float’: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1DqjPY
DS8k#t=85) and Ema Kacar’s Inter 9 
‘Apple advertisement’ 
(http://youtu.be/KaSD1YSaU8M), which 
shows that film is also a good way of 
capturing fun! You’ll photograph like a 
forensic pathologist or technician at El 
Bulli – not to present or aestheticize, 
but to record and reimagine.
#traveling #testing #speculating 
#cataloguing utzon #cataloguing noma

Speculating

. . . on a catalogue of culinary 
and architectural volumes; on 
how many ways to slice a bell 
pepper; on the beheading of the 
Little Mermaid; on the connec-
tions of moulds and masts; on 
future histories; on how to 
cross the river.
#scaling #drawing 
#future histories

Casting

Exercise one will be to 
cast parts of your 
catalogues from Utzon and 
Noma. The measure here is 
of lightness and casting 
hollow volumes. The 
material, technique and 
scale is for you to deter-
mine.
#exchanging 
#geometry #replacing 
#cataloguing utzon 
#cataloguing noma 
#bridging/linking

Scaling

Cast volumes will be at the 
scale of the kitchen and 
swimming pool. At one level 
they’ll be considered 
components and at another 
as single forms. From the 
long jalapeno pepper to the 
additive principle of Utzon 
surface will reappear in 
the form of texture and be 
calibrated to define scale. 
How can these two scales 
inform the design process 
and what’s it got to do with 
bridging? How did Henry 
Moore or Max Bill use 
surface texture to deter-
mine scale?
#geometry #testing 
#replacing #cataloguing 
utzon #drawing 
#experimental kitchen

Experimental Kitchen

A few tips from Heston Blumenthal: ‘Mushrooms 
should never be washed; salting meat before cooking 
prevents browning; the tenderness of meat is 
affected by the way in which it is carved; cooking 
green vegetables with the lid on will dull their 
colour; salt must be added to pulses at the end of 
cooking; an egg yolk can only emulsify one cup of 
oil; as meat cooks the juices move towards the 
centre; storing tomatoes in the refrigerator ruins 
their flavour; fish is ready when specks of white 
albumen appear on its surface; flour must always be 
sieved’. Take nothing on trust and always test 
ideas following a scientific approach of slight 
variations without replacing intuition, touch and 
taste.
#cataloguing noma 
#casting 

Diagramming

We will use this elemen-
tal drawing type to 
record our actions and 
commands. This could be a 
CNC cut in a plaster 
mould or a decision on 
rescaling or redefining 
a joint between two 
forms. We’ll borrow 
Utzon’s legendary white 
on black drawings where 
construction lines 
become as important as 
the built line, with 
slowly converging edges 
versus telescopic space, 
compression and contrac-
tion of space, as well as 
light and shadow. 
#drawing 
#cataloguing utzon

Dia-Moe-ing

We’re joined this year by 
the recent AA grad and 
Copenhagen-ite Charlotte 
Moe. As ex-Inter 9 she’s 
well aware of the value we 
place on ‘uncertainly’ in 
the act of thinking and 
making. Tutorial sessions 
are speedy and will leap 
from one future history to 
another in the blink of an 
eye. The act of Dia-Moe-ing 
is not to rub out the ‘un’ 
in uncertainty, but to 
answer ‘why’? She’s also a 
stickler for a hardcore 
strategy.
#drawing #future histories

Bridging/Linking

You’ll each make your own 
path through and across the 
eighteen casts/actions. 
The processes will forge 
the links between 
cataloguing Utzon and 
cataloguing Noma, casting 
and diagramming, replacing 
and filming and photo-
graphing, and you’ll leap 
frog between numbers of 
routes. Fictional histo-
ries will converge to form 
real and invented connec-
tions between the moulds 
and casts and weight will 
be measured in relation to 
foams.
#casting #diagramming 
#replacing #filming 
#speculating #engineering

Fictional Histories

In order to make sense and to 
connect the various actions you 
will invent your own fictional 
history.  They are borne from the 
act of making and can range from 
scientific to the surreal.
#casting #bridging/linking
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